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In Memoriam

Professor Ian G Bryden PhD CEng CMarEng CPhys FRSE FIMechE FIMarEST FInstP

Ian was born and brought up in Lockerbie, in Dumfriesshire, South West Scotland. Although he left home at 18 for Edinburgh, to study at The University of Edinburgh, he always maintained his links to that beautiful and peaceful corner of the country, through family, friends and frequent attendance at the home games of his beloved Queen of the South FC.

Ian’s journey to his becoming one of marine renewables’ most respected experts and innovators started with his PhD work in wave energy at the University of Edinburgh. This was followed by a short period in the private sector before his joining Heriot-Watt University in 1986 as a lecturer. The latter half of his 10 years with Heriot-Watt saw him move to Orkney to take a leading role in developing Heriot-Watt’s campus there.

1996 saw a move to Aberdeen, to take up the post of Head of Mechanical and Offshore Engineering at Robert Gordon University, and onwards to become that University’s Postgraduate Dean. During his time at RGU, Ian built a team who led the world in assessment of tidal energy resource, with focus upon the exciting possibilities around the Orkney Islands. During this time, he forged close links with marine renewables researchers at the University of Edinburgh under the EPSRC “SuperGen Marine” research consortium. In 2006, Ian was appointed to the Chair of Renewable Energy at
the University of Edinburgh, which opened the third of the four university chapters of his professional career.

During his time at Edinburgh, Ian joined the Organising Committee for this conference’s 2009 event, the first in Edinburgh. Ian was invited to deliver the opening keynote on marine renewables, in which he identified original sector innovators such as Stephen Salter, Trevor Whittaker and Peter Fraenkel, whose visions were combined with immense perseverance to see the sector survive a decade of near-zero research funding, and begin its rebirth in the 2000s. With typical modesty, Ian did not list his own contribution, but it is one which undoubtedly should be set alongside the contributions of those other founders and early-movers.

During his time at Edinburgh, Ian co-led the team who oversaw the design, construction, commissioning and operation of FloWave – the world unique, fully circular combined wave and current testing facility at Edinburgh. During the same period, as Head of the Institute for Energy Systems, Ian oversaw a period of substantial expansion. Ian’s time at Edinburgh was also the start of a very happy chapter in his personal life, when he met Hannah Rosnes, from whom he was to be inseparable!

In 2013, in a move that only surprised those that did not recognise the quiet ambition that characterised Ian’s professional career, Ian moved to the University of the Highlands and Islands (UHI) to take up the position of Vice-Principal for Research. Ian and Hannah moved to the beautiful setting of Strathpeffer, near Inverness.

Ian inspired those around him, partly though his expertise and enthusiasm, but also through the practical aspect of collaboration. Ian enjoyed teamwork, and enjoyed sharing his success by developing many careers around him. Looking at other reflections upon Ian’s life and contributions, a reader will be struck by the recurring, headline memories of Ian as a truly delightful person with humour, modesty and real warmth. He was a person who could talk authoritatively with the BBC Newsnight or University Principal at one moment, and would gain just as much pleasure teaching undergraduate students the next, or talking about football – Queen of the South of course – with the office cleaning staff.

Ian’s sudden and untimely death on 28th November 2016, at the age of only 58, shocked and terribly saddened all those that knew him. Ian’s loss was felt keenly by the Organising Committee, whose thoughts and sympathies are very much with Ian’s beloved partner Hannah and his beloved children and step-children. Thank you, Ian.
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Editor's Preface

These proceedings present over 90 peer reviewed papers and discussion from the latest of the ICE Coasts, Marine Structures and Breakwaters conference, the 11th in the series of these international events that began in 1983. Over that time this has grown from a primary focus on breakwaters to a conference that now covers a broad spectrum of coastal engineering and marine related topics. It brings together practitioners who must design, construct, maintain, and operate infrastructure for ports and harbours, terminals, renewable energy, industrial facilities, beaches and coastal defence, together with those advancing the research and developments that continue to improve our understanding of how to work in this environment.

Over three days, speakers presented authoritative papers describing the design, construction, analysis and performance of a wide range of such structures. Those papers include the latest research and developments, new guidance and innovations, and practical lessons learned from experience.

Papers were presented in 30 sessions, mostly running in parallel but with a single plenary on each of the three days of the conference. As ever, questions to and discussion with the authors remain an essential part of this conference, and questions and answers have been captured and included in these proceedings, providing a fuller record of the event. Readers should note any supplementary data or knowledge added by the authors in these sections, as well as noting any contrary or qualifying arguments, information or conclusions.

This conference continually evolves, and this time we took a decision to actually reduce the number of papers from the previous event, seeking to ensure an even greater focus on the already high standard of quality, over quantity, and a longer amount of time provided for each presentation. That also gave scope to showcase over 20 ‘Innovation Spotlight’ features. These rapid-fire presentations were designed to bring to the attention of the delegates new and developing practices and understanding that are currently ongoing and could help to shape the way we do things in the future. Some of those innovation spotlight presentations were accompanied by short briefing papers, which are also included in these proceedings.

Finally, as conference chairman, I wish to thank ICE conferences for their work in arranging this event, and the authors and contributors for the papers and discussions, without which these proceedings could not be published. I also wish to record my particular thanks to the members of the Organising Committee, to whom much of the success of this event is due, and to my predecessor William Allsop who has held the reins for the previous 5 conferences and instrumental in developing this conference to its present strength.

Kevin Burgess
Editor and Chair;
ICE Breakwaters Conference Organising Committee
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